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ABSTRACT 2 

The potential of the soil to hold plant nutrients is governed by cation exchange 3 

capacity (CEC) of any soil. Estimating soil CEC aids in conventional soil management 4 

practices to replenish the soil solution that supports plant growth. In the present study, 5 

a multiple model integration scheme driven by hybrid GANN (MM-GANN) was 6 

developed and employed to predict the accuracy of soil CEC in Tabriz plain, an arid 7 

region of Iran. The standalone models (i.e., artificial neural network (ANN) and 8 

extreme learning machine (ELM)) were implemented for incorporating in the MM-9 

GANN. In addition, it was tested to enhance the prediction accuracy of the standalone 10 

models. The soil parameters such as clay, silt, pH, carbonate, calcium equivalent 11 

(CCE), and soil organic matter (OM) were used as model inputs to predict soil CEC. 12 

By the use of several evaluation criteria, the results showed that the MM-GANN 13 

model involving the predictions of ELM and ANN models calibrated by considering 14 

all the soil parameters (e.g., Clay, OM, pH, Silt, and CCE) as inputs provided superior 15 

soil CEC estimates with an NSE = 0.87. The proposed MM-GANN model is a reliable 16 

intelligence based approach for the assessment of soil quality parameters intended for 17 

sustainability and management prospects. 18 

Keywords: Cation exchange capacity; extreme learning machine; multiple model 19 

strategy; artificial neural network; genetic algorithm.  20 
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1. INTRODUCTION 21 

Cation exchange capacity (CEC) refers to the extent of the soil’s capacity to preserve 22 

exchangeable cations, the like of which has a direct bearing on soil fertility triangle 23 

(Wolf, 1999). Soil CEC is a sensitive indicator of natural and human-induced 24 

perturbations over soil profile and groundwater. Monitoring changes in soil CEC can 25 

assist in predicting whether soil quality has degraded, improved, or sustained under 26 

diverse agricultural or forestry schemes.  In the course of conventional soil 27 

management practices to replenish the soil solution that supports plant growth, the 28 

negatively charged clay particles and organic substances adsorb and hold on positively 29 

charged soil nutrients (e.g. NH4
+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ etc.) via electrostatic forces 30 

(Ketterings et al., 2007). Depending on the soil structure, CEC clearly demonstrates 31 

the shrink-swell potential of any soil; a high CEC value (>40 meq/100g) denotes that 32 

a soil structure will recuperate gradually, and at sometimes can show expansive 33 

behavior. In contrast, a soil with low CEC value (<10 meq/100g) will have reduced 34 

capacity to hold water and end up being acidic rapidly (Thomas et al., 2000). Soil 35 

CEC can fluctuate according to clay percentage, soil pH, ionic strength, soil-to-36 

solution ratio, clay type and changing organic matter composition. For agriculture, the 37 

preferred value of CEC is >10 meq/100g for exchange between plant root hairs and 38 

soils (Mengel, 1993). The leaching of contaminants into the underlying aquifer system 39 

is usually affected by CEC and percent base saturation which are eloquent indices of 40 

soil fertility and nutrient retention capacity. In areas of intensive irrigation, the 41 

continuous use of inorganic fertilizers (in excess) inundates the soil profile with more 42 

nutrients and thereby flush a plume of contaminants to the groundwater (Böhlke, 43 

2002). Therefore, in the early stages of agriculture, it is necessary to estimate CEC for 44 
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determining the supplemental nutrient needs or to remove excess salts which influence 45 

over soil structure and agricultural productivity. Soil CEC is a sensitive indicator of 46 

natural and human-induced perturbations over soil profile and groundwater. 47 

Monitoring changes in soil CEC can assist in predicting whether soil quality has 48 

degraded, improved, or sustained under diverse agricultural or forestry schemes. 49 

Various methods for direct measurement of soil CEC have been reported extensively 50 

over the literature (Delavernhe et al., 2018; Dohrmann, 2006a, 2006b). Multiple 51 

comparison of CEC estimation techniques is presented by Conradie and Kotze, 52 

(1989). In addition, there were several ancillary approaches such as pedotransfer 53 

functions (PTF) for estimating CEC based on easily measured soil’s physical & 54 

chemical properties as reported by (Khorshidi and Lu, 2017; Liao et al., 2015; Obalum 55 

et al., 2013). Several others researchers conducted studies on the functional 56 

relationships between CEC, water retention and particle size distribution. Lambooy 57 

(1984) studied the influence of CEC on the water retention characteristics of soils. 58 

Parfitt et al. (1995) estimated the CEC using multiple regression models taking into 59 

account soil organic carbon and clay content. Krogh et al. (2000) modeled the CEC 60 

rates of Danish soils using clay and organic matter content as input variables through 61 

multiple linear regression analysis. Van Erp et al. (2001) evidenced that the actual 62 

CEC of agricultural soils found to be directly related with estimated charge of organic 63 

carbon and clay in the soil at the actual pH of the soil. Using soil organic and non-64 

carbonate clay contents as predictors, Seybold et al. (2004) explained the variation in 65 

CEC for several soil horizons based on soil pH, mineralogy class, taxonomic family 66 

and CEC-activity class. Fooladmand (2008) derived PTF’s using multiple linear 67 

regression between CEC and soil textural data including sand content, clay content, 68 
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geometric mean particle-size diameter, the soil particle-size distribution, and soil 69 

organic matter content. Several PTF’s relating soil CEC with soil’s sand, silt or clay 70 

fractions, and soil organic carbon content evaluated by (Khodaverdiloo et al., 71 

2018).Scholars took into account of calibration dataset size on the prediction accuracy 72 

of soil CEC. These classical pedotransfer function-based approaches often suffer from 73 

a high degree of inaccuracy due to spatial scale dependence, non-linear relationships 74 

among variables and incompetence to handle mixed data (Van Looy et al., 2017). 75 

Hence, the motivation of the current state-of-art directed on new research era where 76 

more intelligent models should be explored for this field. 77 

The recent researches have focused on improving the estimation accuracy of soil CEC 78 

by means of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques. Artificial neural network (ANN) 79 

model based PTF’s have become popular to predict/estimate soil CEC of different soil 80 

types under diverse climatic zones (Amini et al., 2005; Bayat et al., 2014; 81 

Seyedmohammadi et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2009; Zolfaghari et al., 2016). Kalkhajeh 82 

et al., (2012) conducted the accurate prediction of soil CEC using different soft 83 

computing models. They compared the performance of multiple linear regressions 84 

(MLR), adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), multi-layer perceptron 85 

(MLP), and radial basis function (RBF) based ANN models for predicting the soil 86 

CEC using the bulk density, calcium carbonate, organic carbon, clay, and silt content 87 

(%) of the soil as input variables. The MLP model gave the most reliable prediction 88 

of soil CEC. A set of AI techniques along with empirical PTF’s were developed and 89 

evaluated by (Ghorbani et al., 2015), authors determined the most influential soil 90 

properties that influence soil CEC through sensitivity analysis. The ANFIS model 91 

provided the superior performance to RBF, MLP, MLR, and empirical PTF’s while 92 
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estimating soil CEC. Arthur (2017) presented an ANN based methodology for 93 

estimating CEC from soil water content at different relative humidity ranges. 94 

Relatively few studies were accomplished using support vector machine (SVM), 95 

random forests (RF), genetic expression programming (GEP), multivariate adaptive 96 

regression splines (MARS), and subtractive clustering algorithm based ANFIS for 97 

estimating soil CEC using readily measured soil properties as inputs (Akpa et al., 98 

2016; Emamgolizadeh et al., 2015; Jafarzadeh et al., 2016; Liao et al., 2014). A hybrid 99 

model integrating ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm with ANFIS improved 100 

the prediction accuracy of soil CEC accompanied by optimal choice of input subset 101 

which comprised of soil properties (e.g. soil organic matter, clay, silt, pH and bulk 102 

density) (Shekofteh et al., 2017). Although there has been a noticeable progress on 103 

the AI implementation with the field of geoscience, the enthusiasm of developing and 104 

exploring more reliable intelligent predictive models is still ongoing research era. As 105 

a result, the inspiration of developing a multiple learning intelligent model is 106 

investigated here for the soil CEC. 107 

Hybrid soft computing approaches involving evolutionary algorithms coupled with 108 

AI techniques facilitate the development of more sophisticated models with higher 109 

prediction accuracy. Hence, in the present study, a hybrid approach involving the 110 

multi-layer perceptron neural network optimized with genetic algorithm (GANN) was 111 

developed and employed to enhance the prediction efficiency of soil CEC in Tabriz 112 

plain, an arid region of Iran. In addition, a multiple model integration scheme driven 113 

by hybrid GANN (MM-GANN) was also developed and tested to improve the 114 

prediction efficiency. To the best of author’s knowledge, this multiple model 115 

integration scheme driven by GANN approach is a unique one in the literature with 116 
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reference to soil CEC prediction. Standalone MLP artificial neural network (ANN) 117 

and extreme learning machine (ELM) models were also implemented for 118 

incorporating in the multiple model integration scheme and for comparative 119 

evaluation with MM-GANN model predictions. 120 

2. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 121 

2.1 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 122 

Artificial neural network (ANN) is one of the most versatile algorithms that 123 

has proven capable to simulate highly complex and nonlinear relationships between a 124 

set of input variables (predictors) and the output data (predictand) (McClelland and 125 

Rumelhart, 1988). A three-layered perceptron network with one hidden layer is as 126 

shown in Figure 1. The network is trained on a set of reference data by adjusting the 127 

parameters of ANN model with the assistance of a Levenberg-Marquardt back 128 

propagation (BP) algorithm. The network architecture involving a set of processing 129 

units (neurons), a specific topology of weighted links connecting the neurons and the 130 

learning paradigm that updates the connection weights determine the efficiency of 131 

ANN model. Every single input (Xn), weighted by an element (wij) of the weight 132 

matrix (W) are summated and provided to the transfer function or activation function 133 

(φ) along with a bias (B) term. The activation function constructs a non-linear decision 134 

boundary via linear combinations of the weighted inputs and then applies a threshold 135 

to transform the net inputs from all the neuronal unit into an output signal (Haykin, 136 

2009; Kim and Singh, 2015). The Levenberg-Marquardt BP learning rule 137 

incrementally adjusts the weight and bias terms to minimize the mean square error 138 

(MSE) of the network (Nourani et al., 2013). The quantum of progressions made in 139 

adjusting the synaptic weights and biases at every epoch is determined by the learning 140 
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rate parameter. Smaller learning rates end up in longer training time however, warrant 141 

stability that steers to minimum errors. 142 

2.2 Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 143 

Extreme learning machine (ELM) model proposed by Huang et al., (2004) for 144 

a single layer feedforward network (SLFN) has been widely used for the prediction, 145 

forecasting, and estimation in many engineering fields (Acharya et al., 2014; Şahin et 146 

al., 2014; Abdullah et al., 2015; Deo and Şahin, 2015; Niu et al., 2018; Yaseen et al., 147 

2018). The previous researches have proved the outstanding advantages of ELM 148 

model over the traditional AI techniques. In addition, the ELM model can be used 149 

easily and has improved the parameters such as learning speed, use of non-150 

differentiable activation functions while training SLFN, achieving the least training 151 

error for superior generalization performance (Huang et al., 2004, 2006). The ELM 152 

model based on the principle of empirical risk minimization stands apart from most 153 

of the other popular gradient-based learning algorithms for training feedforward 154 

neural networks by its solitary learning process which needs solitary iteration only 155 

(Huang et al., 2006). While implementing an ELM model, one has to set the number 156 

of hidden layer nodes to obtain the optimal model architecture. Figure 2 provides the 157 

basic schematic structure of an ELM model. For N arbitrary distinct input samples 158 

(Xk, Yk) ∈ Rn x Rn, the standard SLFN with L hidden layer nodes can be described 159 

as following equation (1).  160 

1

L

i k i i k

i

β g(X ,;c ,w ) Y



 ,      1 2 3k , , , N                                                                 (1) 161 
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where ic R  = assigned bias of the ith hidden node, iw R  = assigned input weight  162 

connecting the ith hidden and input layer nodes, iβ  = the weight connecting the ith 163 

hidden and output layer nodes, k i ig( X ,;c ,w )  = the output of the ith hidden layer node 164 

with respect to the input kX . Each input is assigned to the hidden nodes in the ELM 165 

model. The output weights can be derived by finding the least square solutions to the 166 

linear system. The main differences between the ELM model and traditional AI 167 

techniques is that the parameters of feedforward network including input weights and 168 

hidden layer biases are not required to be adjusted previously in the ELM model. For 169 

additional information on the ELM model, its several architectures and mathematical 170 

formulations refer to Ding et al. (2015), Huang et al. (2011), Wang et al. (2011), and 171 

Martínez-Martínez et al. (2011). 172 

2.3 Hybrid Genetic Algorithm - Neural Network (GANN) 173 

Genetic algorithm (GA) belongs to a class of search iterative approaches based 174 

on the ‘Darwinian’ theory of natural selection and genetics that provide optimum 175 

solutions for the combinatorial optimization, heuristic search or process planning 176 

problems (Goldberg and Holland, 1988; Holland, 1992). The GA implements genetic 177 

operators like reproduction, crossover, and mutation for upgradation and search of the 178 

best population by imitating the natural evolution process artificially. The GA is 179 

initiated with individuals - an initial population of possible solutions, with a specified 180 

objective (fitness function) wherein every single individual is symbolized using a 181 

chromosome – a distinct form of encoding (Goldberg and Deb, 1991). The 182 

chromosomes of a population are nominated for reproduction based on the fitness 183 

value and the fittest individuals so selected are manipulated using crossover and 184 
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mutation. The rudimentary idea here is the hope that superior parents can 185 

probabilistically produce superior offspring’s. The offspring’s of the next generation 186 

are generated by applying the GA operators - crossover and mutation, upon the 187 

selected parents. The iteration process continues until the search converges to the 188 

termination criterion (Goldberg and Holland, 1988; Jain and Srinivasulu, 2004; Kim 189 

and Kim, 2012). The schematic illustration of GA cycle is represented in Figure 3. 190 

The advantages of GA include: (1) rapid convergence to the global optima, (2) 191 

superior multi-directional global search even in complex search surfaces, (3) use of 192 

probabilistic transition rules, and the not deterministic ones in the search spaces where 193 

the gradient information is missing. The training of an ANN model is somewhat a 194 

cyclic process. However, in case of GA, the intelligent search technique allows the 195 

user to configure weight initialization range, the number of hidden layer neurons and 196 

update the weights, and bias terms of an ANN model. Even though the weights of 197 

ANN model are initialized randomly, the GA does not adhere to a simple random 198 

walk. Based on the parameter settings, it effectively exploits the information to 199 

gamble on new search points for expected improved performance (Goldberg et al., 200 

1991). 201 

  202 
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2.4 Multiple Model integration scheme driven by hybrid GANN strategy 203 

The proposed multiple models integration scheme involves the development 204 

of ANN and ELM models individually using input combinations as defined in their 205 

model structures. The discrete outputs (predicted series) of individual ANN and ELM 206 

models are then unified as inputs for the GANN model to obtain superior soil CEC 207 

predictions. The implementation of this multiple models scheme involves two phases. 208 

At the first phase, the best performing ANN and ELM models are identified by 209 

simulating with all possible combinations of inputs. Later in the second phase, the 210 

discrete outputs (predicted series) of best ANN and ELM models are unified as inputs 211 

to simulate the GANN model. The GA optimizes the number of hidden layer neurons 212 

and updates the weights and bias terms of an ANN. The final output derived out of 213 

this proposed scheme is referred to as multiple model integration scheme driven by 214 

hybrid GANN (MM-GANN) strategy (Figure 4). 215 

3. CASE STUDY AND DATA DESCRIPTION 216 

The study area (Tabriz plain) considered encompasses an area of 150000 hectares 217 

(45°25'– 46°12'E, 37°50'–38°20'N) located in the East Azerbaijan province of Iran. 218 

The topography consists of rugged, mountainous rims and the Urmia Lake is 219 

positioned near the southwestern part (Figure 5). The altitude is around 1360 m above 220 

mean sea level. The climate of Tabriz plain is characterized by cold winters and hot 221 

summers with a desert steppe area. The average minimum temperature ranges from -222 

1.9°C to -2.2°C in winter, and the average maximum temperature ranges from 25.1°C 223 

to 27.5°C in the summer with a mean annual precipitation of 220 mm. The descriptive 224 

statistics of CEC and other soil parameters are tabulated in Table 1. The spatial 225 
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distribution of observed soil CEC is presented in Figure 6. For visualizing the spatial 226 

variations, the IDW interpolation method has used for all models. The clay and soil 227 

organic matter were found to have relatively significant positive correlation, whilst, 228 

the sand was found to have negative correlation with soil CEC. The silt, pH and 229 

carbonate calcium equivalent (CCE) parameters were not so significantly correlated 230 

to soil CEC. 231 

4. MODEL STRUCTURES INVESTIGATED & PERFORMANCE 232 

EVALUATION METRICS 233 

The input–output combinations formulated for the development of ANN and 234 

ELM models were based on the permutation and combination of different soil 235 

parameters as inputs with soil CEC as persistent output. The input-output structures 236 

put on trial are as listed in Table 2. The performance of the models developed are 237 

assessed based on the statistical indices: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE); Mean 238 

Absolute Error (MAE); and Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE). 239 

Root Mean Square Error, 

2

1

( )
n

i i

i

x y

RMSE
n







 240 
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 242 

where, xi - true value; yi – model estimated value; x - mean of true values; y - mean 243 

of model estimated values and n- number of data points.  244 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 245 

5.1 Performance of ANN and ELM models 246 

ANN and ELM models were simulated for predicting the soil CEC based on 247 

the input-output combinations as mentioned in Table 2. The model structure (input 248 

nodes-hidden layer nodes-output nodes) and performance statistics of ANN model for 249 

each input combination are presented in Table 3. In this study, the proposed ANN, 250 

ELM, GANN, and MM-GANN models were developed based on MATLAB interface 251 

coding. The combination involving all the soil parameters (i.e., Clay + OM + pH + 252 

Silt + CCE) provided the better estimates of soil CEC with an NSE = 0.842. The input 253 

structure involving four soil parameters (i.e., Clay, OM, pH, and Silt) also provided 254 

reasonably good soil CEC estimates with an NSE = 0.826. Despite having significant 255 

correlation between clay and soil CEC, the single input – output ANN model (i.e., 256 

Clay   CEC) failed to provide good soil CEC predictions. The spatial distribution map 257 

of ANN predicted soil CEC is presented in Figure 7. The ability of ANN model to 258 

formulate priori explicit hypotheses about a possible non-linear relationship among 259 

several input variables makes it illustrious from other AI techniques.  260 

The performance statistics of ELM models for each input combination are 261 

presented in Table 4. The combination involving all the soil parameters (i.e., Clay + 262 

OM + pH + Silt + CCE) provided the better estimates of soil CEC with an NSE = 263 

0.835. The ELM model efficiency was marginally lesser than that of ANN model. The 264 

ELM model simulated with four inputs (i.e., Clay, OM, pH, and Silt) had reasonably 265 

substandard performance when compared to that of ANN model with similar input 266 

structure. The spatial distribution map of ELM predicted soil CEC is presented in 267 

Figure 8. The scatter plot of the three highest performed models presented in Figure 268 
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9 displays the strength, direction, and form of the relationship between the observed 269 

and estimated soil CEC by ANN and ELM models. According to the Figure 9, the 270 

ELM model outperformed the ANN model although they have very close performance 271 

in terms of the statistical indices (Tables 3 and 4). The ELM model is known for its 272 

superior learning speed and virtuous generalization performance than the ANN model.  273 

5.2 Performance of MM-GANN models 274 

ANN and ELM models predictions were employed as inputs to the GANN 275 

model to predict soil CEC. To select the optimal input combinations for applying next 276 

step problems, the previous literatures demonstrated that few combinations, if 277 

possible, were recommended for enhancing the accuracy of improved models based 278 

on the different fields (Kim and Kim, 2008; Kim et al., 2015, 2019; Kim and Singh, 279 

2014). Within this category, it is worth mentioning that only three highest performed 280 

combinations were considered for processing of hybrid data-driven modeling. The 281 

parameters of GA algorithm for adjusting the weights and bias terms of ANN model 282 

are presented in Table 5. Also, the performance statistics of MM-GANN models are 283 

presented in Table 6. The MM-GANN models involving the predictions of ELM and 284 

ANN models calibrated by considering all the soil parameters (i.e., Clay, OM, pH, 285 

Silt, and CCE) as inputs provided superior performance with an NSE = 0.87 in the 286 

test phase. The advantage of giving standalone model outputs as inputs attributes to 287 

the hybrid model is to comprehend and establish inherent complex relationships 288 

between the predictors and the predictand due to improved correlation among them. 289 

This is apparently enhancing the learning process of the hybrid model where the 290 

predicted output using the standalone models are relative informative predictors. The 291 

spatial distribution map of MM-GANN predicted soil CEC is presented in Figure 10 292 
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which is very much similar to that of observed soil CEC map. The MM-GANN 293 

models developed with the predictions of ELM and ANN models calibrated by 294 

considering three and four soil parameters as inputs also provided reasonably good 295 

soil CEC predictions with NSE = 0.80 and 0.854, respectively. The scatter plots of 296 

MM-GANN models presented in Figure 9 also portrayed the goodness of fit of the 297 

model predictions against the observed soil CEC. In the Figure 9, it is evident that the 298 

third combination of MM-GANN model indicated a very close linearly fitted line to 299 

the 1:1 line especially for the combination that had all the parameters. The Taylor 300 

diagrams plotted for the best ANN, ELM, and MM-GANN models are shown in 301 

Figure 11. According to Taylor diagram, it was very much evident that the MM-302 

GANN provided superior estimates of soil CEC compared to ELM and ANN models 303 

based on statistical indices wherein the MM-GANN model was the closest to the 304 

observed data/point. The point density plots presented in Figure 12 also supported the 305 

above statement by exposing the tradeoff between observed soil CEC against the 306 

modelled. 307 

5.3 Validation with previous works and further discussion 308 

It is worth to validate the current research results with the reliable published 309 

researches in the literature with reference to the same kind of study area (i.e., semi-310 

arid region). It was selected the correlation coefficient (R2) indices as an indicator of 311 

the prediction capability. The best R2 obtained for MM-GANN, ELM, and ANN 312 

models are R2≈0.88, 0.85, and 0.84. One of the earliest research performed on the soil 313 

CEC simulation along Zayandehroud River in Isfahan, Iran, by Amini et al. (2005) 314 

established two classical ANN algorithms (i.e., feed forward neural network and 315 

generalized regression neural network). The applied models performed with poor 316 
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prediction results with R2≈0.69 and 0.66. Another study was conducted by 317 

Emamgolizadeh et al. (2015) for prediction soil CEC on collected soil information 318 

from Semnan, Mashahad, and Taybad provinces in Iran. The authors developed two 319 

new data intelligence models namely genetic expression programming (GEP) and 320 

multivariate adaptive regression spline (MARS). The GEP and MARS models 321 

attained an R2≈0.80 and 0.86. Overall, the current study showed a convincing 322 

correlation performance over the state-of-the-art researches. 323 

Although the current research was the first approach to develop and assess the 324 

multiple model integration scheme driven by hybrid GANN (MM-GANN) for 325 

improving the accuracy of standalone models (i.e., ANN and ELM), the certified 326 

limitation should be addressed for future research. As can be seen from tables and 327 

figures, the MM-GANN model can improve the prediction accuracy of soil CEC when 328 

the inputs involving the predictions of ELM and ANN models calibrated by 329 

considering all the soil parameters (e.g., Clay, OM, pH, Silt, and CCE) are provided. 330 

However, one of the disadvantages of MM-GANN model can be classified to select 331 

the best standalone model for enhancing the prediction accuracy of soil CEC. 332 

Therefore, it is recommended to incorporate the prediction results of other data-driven 333 

models as the inputs of MM-GANN model which can enhance the model’s 334 

performance. In addition, this concept can be expanded and applied to other 335 

engineering fields such as structural, hydrologic, water resources, climatic, and 336 

different time series prediction/forecasting 337 

6. CONCLUSIONS 338 
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Over the past two decades, there is a noticeable demand for soil data 339 

assessment with regards to pollution and land degradation. The new era of soil process 340 

modeling using data intelligence models has been rapidly boosted. The current study 341 

was to develop new hybrid intelligence model based on multi model genetic algorithm 342 

neural network for soil cation exchange capacity. Two classical artificial intelligence 343 

models namely ANN and ELM were employed to evaluate their performance in 344 

predicting soil CEC along with the proposed MM-GANN. Several correlated soil 345 

parameters including clay, silt, pH, carbonate calcium equivalent (CCE), and soil 346 

organic matter (OM) were used in the form of input attributes to the proposed and the 347 

comparable predictive intelligence models. Overall, the proposed MM-GANN model 348 

which receives the predicted values of ANN and ELM models as inputs performs well 349 

in the prediction of soil CEC. In general, the proposed multiple model integration 350 

scheme driven by hybrid GANN (MM-GANN) serves as an effective pedotransfer 351 

function to predict soil CEC using readily available soil parameters (i.e., Clay, OM, 352 

pH, Silt, and CCE) as input variables. In specific, the current investigation concludes 353 

with the following remarks: 354 

 ELM model performed with superior predictability over ANN model based on the 355 

examined statistical indices. 356 

 The prediction function of ELM model has faster learning process compared to 357 

the traditional ANN model as it does not require any internal parameter tuning. 358 

 The proposed hybrid MM-GANN model outperforms both stand-alone ANN and 359 

ELM models in terms of all the statistical indices. 360 

 Using multiple model schema with inputs taken from the predicts of stand-alone 361 

models improves the accuracy of the predictions. 362 
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 Overall, the proposed hybrid intelligence model exhibited a robust and reliable 363 

modeling strategy for modeling soil cation exchange capacity at this particular 364 

studied region. 365 

Before this end, it is worth to state the possibility for future research. As a fact, 366 

soil CEC is influenced by several morphological parameters (Sharma et al., 2015; 367 

Tan and Dowling, 1984); thus, integrating a feature selection as prior modeling 368 

phase for the prediction process is highly recommended to be established 369 

(Shekofteh et al., 2017). In addition, owing to the associated variability with each 370 

soil CEC type, it is an ideal proposition to estimate each type individually. 371 
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Figures

Figure 1

The architecture of the MLP network model.



Figure 2

Architecture of ELM Model



Figure 3

The schematic diagram of genetic algorithm.

Figure 4

The structure of the proposed MM-GANN model for predicting soil cation exchange capacity.

Figure 5

The location of the investigated study area along with sampling points. Note: The designations employed
and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever



on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.

Figure 6

The spatial distribution map of observed soil cation exchange capacity. Note: The designations employed
and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever
on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.

Figure 7



The spatial distribution map of applied ANN predicted soil CEC (ANN model with 5 inputs). Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 8

The spatial distribution map of the applied ELM predicted soil CEC (ELM model with 5 inputs). Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 9

The scatter plot between the observed and estimated soil CEC over the testing test stage using ELM, ANN
and MM-GANN models.



Figure 10

The spatial distribution map of the applied MM-GANN predicting soil CEC (MM-GANN model calibrated
with CEC***(ELM) and CEC***(ANN) as inputs). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of
the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research
Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 11

Taylor diagrams revealing the performance of the applied predictive models for the soil CEC modeling.



Figure 12

Point density plots for performance evaluation of soil CEC models
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